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In this paper it is proved that the Iwer bound for the number of 3-circuits in a uniquely 
Icolorable planar graph given by Chartrand P Ed Geller [2. 3] is obtained only if tbe graph has 
four points. A complete description is given of uniquely 3-colorable planar graphs containing 
exactly three 3-circuits. 
We shall consider here planar 3-colorable graphs. A graph is called uniquely 
kolorable if there is only one partition of its point set into three independent sets. 
Planar uniquely S-colorable graphs were considered by Chartrand and Gellcr [21 
where the following theorem was proved (Theorem 6): 
lj G is a uniqut$y 3-colorable planar graph with p 2 4 points, then G has at /em 
two triiangles. 
Notation. m(G) is the number of edges in the graph G; n(G), the number of 
points; f(G), the number of faces; J(G), the number of i-faces, i.e.. fares 
containing i edges in their boundary; r(G), the number of 3-circuits; s(x), the 
degree of the point x. 
Let G be a graph G in any planar representation, and let C be a circuit in G. Vve 
denote by [C] the subgraph of G generated by the points of C and all points in : ts 
interior. Si.mifarl’y, ]C[ is the subgraph of G generated by all the points of C and 2111 
points in its exterior. A circuit C is called separating if n([C]) > U(C) and 
n (IQ ’ n (0. 
% is the set of uniquelv 3-colorable planar graphs. 
Lemma 1. 1f GE% and n{G)a’4, then t(G)%U(G)+ 2, where J(G);: 
m(G)-A(G)+3. 
Proof. If n(G) = 4, then the lemma is easiIy verified. Suppose now that for eack 
graph G E !!$ with n(G) < k Lemma 1 holds, Ler GoE 91, where n(G,,) = k. ‘WC 
consider two cases: 
Case 1. There is a separating 3-circuit T in Go. 
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men IT], ]T[ E $?# and by assumption r([T]) 2 24([7’])+ 2 and tC]T[) a 
2At]T() + 2. It is obvious that 
m (Go) = m ([T]) + m (]T[) - ‘3, 
n(Go)= Pl([q)+ n(JT[)-3 
alad thus 
t(Gu) = t([ TJ) + t(J 7”:) - 12 2m (Ijo) - 4n (Go) + 9 > UC IGo) + 2. 
case 2. There are no separating 3-circuits in GO, i.e., t(Go) = I,. 
Then 2m (Go) * Sfs(G0) + 4V(Go) - ~J,(Go)) or !~f,(Go) * 4f(Go) - 2m (GO). 
By Euler’s formula we obtain 
Let G,, be the subgraph of G induced by the points colored i or 1. If G E ‘u then 
each G,, is connected [3, Theorem 12.161, and if pi is the number of points having 
ador i, then 1)1 fGq) “pr + pj - I and m(G) = m (GQ) + m (Gu) + 111 (G,) ~5 
2n(G)-3. So A(G)= m(G)-2n(G)+ 3 30, andif A(G)- 0 then G, containsno 
circuits. 
From fhe last inequality in the proof of Lemma 1, Case 1 we have: 
CordIapy 1. If G E 8 and there is a separaring 3-circuit in G, then t(G) > 
2A(G)+2. 
From Case 2, we have: 
CoroMq t. If G E ‘21 and t(G) = 26 (G) f 2, then fi(G) = 0 for i 2 5, 
Corollary 3. If G ~41, t(G)= fJi(G), and t(G)==ZA(G)+3, then f5(G)= 1 anb 
f,(G)=0 furi 
Pr&. If f,(G) 2 2 then 
2m{G)Hf>(G)+4(j(G)- f,(G)- 2)+ li0 
If f,(G)al, i ~6, then 
2m(G)a3fs(G)+4(ff(G)-fs(G)- 1)-t& 
in both cases we have f,(G) a 4f(G) - 2m (G) + 2, and by Euler’s formula: 
2A(G)+3=f~(G)~4&G)-4n(G)+8-2m(G)~k2 
= 24 (G) + 4. 
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The extension of coloring used in this paper is basedl on Theorems 1 and 2 in [l]. 
First of all, we need two definitions. In any 3-coloring of a S-circuit, two 
nonadjacent vertices are colore,d one color, two other nonadjacent vertices are 
C@>D~& a SECDS3b C&D& i&l -IhE! IfSSiltil~$ UE2-UZ$ +lhP S~ETj4h ~ffifZX ‘1s lXhX& ‘I”nC 
third color. The edge of a 5&&t opposite to the special vertex is the special edge. 
Theorem (See Theorem 1 in [ll). Lt?s G be a plane gruph hming only 3-, 4-, and 
5-faces. Then: 
(a) if t(G) s 3 then G is 3-colorable. 
(b) ifr(G) s 1 then (i) every 3-coloring of an arbitrary 4-face can be extended to 
t!te whole graph G and (ii) every 3-colorirrg of an arbitrary 5-face can be extended to 
tk whole graph G if the special edge of the 5-face does not belong to a 3-circuit. 
Theorem (See Theorem 2 in (11). Let G be a plane graph haoirsg only 3-, 4-. and 
S-faces, bur which has no separuting 3- or .4-cirmits, and where t(G) = 1. If the 
special edge of a 3-colored 5-face is contained in rhe unique 3-circuit, then the 
,7#-coloring of the S-face can be extended to the whole graph G if and only if G has 
more rhan one 5-face. 
Theorem 1. Zf G E 91 and n(G)%S, then t(G)~s3. 
J,Droof. Let G E %, and n(G) 3 5, but t(G) = 2. By Corollary 1 of Lemma I. 
r(G) = fs(G). Consider any 3-face iF = (x0, xl, x2>, Clearly s(x,) > 2, i = 0, i, 2, since 
otherwise after removing the point having degree 2 we obtain a graph G’ where 
t(G’) = 1; by Lemma 1, G’ @ %Y, thus G E 9.. Contradiction. 
Since r(G) = 2, there exists an edge having only one point in common with ,r no: 
.belanging to the second 3-cil-cuit. Suppose this edge is (x0, x.~). We split the point x,, 
and edge (x0, x,) as shown in Fig. 1 obtaining graph G”. Edges (x& x.t,) and (x:, xl) 
do not belong to the J-circuit in 0”. 
Fig. 1. 
Consider two 3-colorings of 5-face (xs, x& x1, xrr xG)l such that points x,‘, and x:l 
have the same color in both, and such that pints K-C and x1 have the same coksr in 
one coloring, and xJ and xI have the same color in the second coloring. By Theorem 
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1 (of Theorem 2 of [I], these two colorings can e;rch be extended to G”. However, 
lay then identifying x;; and x Z we obtain two different colorings of G, so Ge !?I. 
Contradiction. 
Lernnm 2. If G E 8, n(G) > 5, and G has a separating 3-,circuit, then t(G) * 4. 
Pmof. Let G have separating 3-circuit C. Then [C], j C [ E ‘f!i. Since n(G) > 5, 
clearfy n([C))95 or n(jC[)a5. Suppose n([C])aS. By Theorem 1 t([C])a3, 
and by Lemma 1 t(jC()>2. Thus t(G)= r([C])+ tQC[S- 1~74. 
Reumrk. Every plane graph has an even number of odd faces. 
Let G* denote the graph of Fig. 2. 
,Y 
Fig. 2. .j *<; 
$ 
$ 
Theorem 2. If 0 E%, n(G)>5 and t(G)=3, then G*r 0. > .!I , 
P~rd. We will prove the theorem by induction with respect o number of point 5. i 
If n(G) = 6, then the theorem is easily verified. Suppose the theorem is true for 
ebzry graph G swith n(G) < k. Let Go E ‘8, n(G,J = k, and f(Go)= 3, 
Two cases art: possible: 
Case 1. G, contains a separating Ltcircuit. Denote this 4-circuit by Q. Then 
either t([QJ)s 1 or rQQI)s 1. Suppose t(fQ])b 1. Then ]Q[E%; since other- 
wise J Q [ has two different 3-colorings, and by Theorem 1 fl] each of them can be 
extended to [Q], implying Go e YI. If t(] Q u = 3, then by the induction hypothesis 
G * C ] Q [, thus G * C GO. If r(J Q i) = 2, then by Theorem 1 ] 0 [ sz’ %. Contradic- 
tion. 
Case 2. G., contains no separating rlcircult. By Corollary 3 to Lemma 1, Go 
contains a unique Mace. Let GO be represented in the plane such that the 5-face is 
the infinite face. Consider any 4-face (xl,xz,xt, x4). Let G1 be a graph obtained 
from Gu by the identification of points x1 and x3; let Gz be obtained from Go by 
identifying x2 and x4. 
If t(G1) B 3 and t(G,)> 3, then G, has S-circuit f: .= (xl, ylr y2, ~3, xl) (see Fig. 3). 
By Lemma 2, t(Go) = fa(Go). Thus, since GO has no sepLrating I-circuits, t(]F() = 2 
and rr (f F f) 2 5. Thus, by Theorem 1 f F[ e- !?L Any 3-coioring of F can be extended 
to x2 and x3. Thus C&E 9L Contradiction, 
arly if G*cG, and G’CGz then G*CG,,. 
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Fig. 3. 
Now let t(G,) = 3. Then by assumption G* C G,. Suppose G * It GO, then 
G * $Z Gt and t(G2) > 3. So in G, there is the configuration of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. 
Let C = (x1, x2, yl, y2, x,). Since the 5-face in GO is the infinite lace, we have that 
r([C]) = 1 by our Remark. If z # y,, then any 3-coloring of C can be extended to 
[C] by Theorem 1 [l]. By our Theorem 1 above, ] C[ fZ ‘91, hence Go $Z ‘8. 
Conttddiction. 
Fig. 5. 
If z = ya, then (x2, yj, y,, x3) is a 4-face (see Fig. 5). Let G, be the graph Iobtained 
from GO by the identifiation of points x2 and .yr; let G1 be obtained from Go by 
identifying x3 and )r,. Since t(&) > 3, then using similar reasoning to the above we 
conclude that t(G,) = 3 and G * C G,. Thus, we have that G * C G, and 6; * C G, but 
G*jZGo, so sfaces Tt and Tz must have an edge in common. This is impossible 
since t (G,J = 3. 
TBeoreaa 3, If G E 94, n(G) > 5, and t(G) = 3, then there is a point having degree 
2 on the bomdary of a 5face of G. 
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pnrot. If .ri(G) = 6, then the theorem is easily verified. Suppose thtat GO E %‘, 
r(G,) = 3, but that s(x) > 2 for ezch point x belonging to .a 5-face, and for any other 
graph G’ with the same propertics the inequality n(G’) 2: n(Ga) hotds. By Lemma 
2 we have t(Go) = f3(GO). J3y Corollary 3 to Lemma 1, GIp contains a uniqL;e 5-face 
F: Let Go be represented in the plane such that the 5-f&e is the infir& face. 
Two cases are possible: 
tie 1. Gn contains a separating 4-circuit. Let Q be a separating &circuit such 
that for any other separating 4-circuit Q’ the inequality R (IQ]) s n(] Q [) holds. By 
our remark above, either r(lQ]) = 2 ‘3r t([Q]) = 0. If t([Qj) = 2, then [Q] ti VI by 
Theorem 1. Since tQQ[) = 1 any 3-coloring of Q can be extended to ]Q[ by 
Theorem 1 [ 11. Hence G0 f8 91. 
Now let t((Q]) = 0 and r(] Q 1) = 3. Then J Q [ E ‘VI. By Lemma 1 A (Go) = 0, so 
Go has no circuit whose points are colored in two color:s. Each 3-coloring of the 
4-circuit Q can be fixed by the addition of an edge e to Q. 
If rQQ] U(e)) = 2, thren by Theorem 1 [Q] U(e) & ‘i?f, i.e., there exists two 
different colorings of (Q] in which the coloring of the 4-circuit Q coincides with the ‘: 
coloring of 10 in ]Q C. Hence GsBI ?J. Contradiction. 
Suppctsc I([ Q] CI (e}) > 2, 8 =: (x1,, x2, x3. x4), and e = (x2! x4). Then according to : 
the choice of Q, n([Q]) = 5 and tne Ibvhole subgraph [Q] is as in Fig. 6. Faints x2 and j 
xi have Merent colors, and s(xo) = 2. Since n(] Q [) <: n(G,) and r(] Q [) = 3, then L; 
1 Q [ contains a point y of degree 2 lvvhich belongs to the s-face 5’. Clearly y 5 x2 or i 
y = x4. SupFvose y := x2 and S(X$L = Z? in ] Q [. Then x2 is adjacent o three points of i 
the same color: x1,, x,,, x3_ So G,. E 131. Contradiction. 
Case 2. There are no sefrarilting 4-circuits it Go. Consider zany Cface 
!xl, XT, XP, x4) which has only one edge in common with 5-face F (see Fig. 7). Such a 
l-face can always be found since PI > 5, G* C GO, and GO has no separating 
Ccircuits, In this 4-face there are two nonadjacent points having difkent colors. 
Fig. 4. Fig. 7. 
Suppose these points are xl and x3. PRt 0’ be obtained from Go by t&e 
identification of xl and x3. ‘J”he graph G’ has no 3-coloring, otherwise Go@ %. By 
TSarem 1 [I ] r(W) > 3, i.e., there must be a path (x3, ylr ya+ BI) in Go (see FigT.7)W, 
t C, = (XI, x2, x39 yt, y2j an,d Cz = (x~, xc, x3, yl, yz). Accord&g to oar &&ark, we 
haw either b([C$ = 1 or t([C,:i) = 3. 
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(1) Suppose @Cl])= 1. Since G, has no separating 4-circuits, (x3, y2), 
(x1, yM Go and yI P ~3. 
(1.1) Let C1 be a separating 5-circuit. Then t(] C,[) = 2, but f5(] C2[) > 0, so by 
Corollary 1 to Lemma 1 ] C,[ $Z 3. If every 3-coloring of C2 can be extended to [C-], 
then 6, Ea. Now 1~ there exist a 3-coloring of C-2 which can not be extended to 
[CZ~. Then by Theorem 2 [l], Ct has an edge in common wirh a 3-circuir T 
belonging to [CZ]. As G+ C G, we have that one of the following holds: (x,, yz) f T, 
(xX, yl)E T, (y,, y2)E T. If T contains (x1, y2), then t()CJ U (x4, y2)) = 3 and 
] Cz( U (x4, y2) P ‘Bc. So Gosh %, since by Theorem 2 [ 11 each coloring of C2 obtained 
in ] C1[ U (x,, yz) tin be extended to [C,]. When (XX, y,) E T, the same result can be 
obtained by considering the graph j Czf U (x,, yl). 
If (yr, y2)E T, we consider graphs GP = ] Ct[ U (xl, yJ and G1 = ] Gdf U (x3, yz). 
Since t(Go) = 3, we have that r(G,) = 3 0” t(G2) = 3. Let r(G,) = 3; then G, $Z 8. As 
in the preceding case, each coloring of C2 in G, can be extended to [ Cz], so GO $Z VI. 
(1.2) Let C2 not be separating. Then either (x4, yl)E Go or (x4, y,) E Go. 
If (x,, yz)E Go, then by Theorem 2 y,# ys. Thus ] C,[ U (x2, ye)@ ‘$I since 
s(xi)>2 and s(x2)>2 in JC’J. Hence GaEBf. 
If (x4, y,)E Go and s(x*) > 3, we consider the graphs G, = ] C,[ U (yl, x2) and 
G, = )C,[ U (x3, y2). Since t(Go) = 3, we have that t(G3) = 3 or r(G4) = 3, Suppose 
t(G,) = 3, then Gl$Z ‘?I and Ga$Z %. 
Fig. 8. 
Let (x4, y,)E GO and s(x$) = 3 (see Fig. g), i.e., y2 = y4. We had supposed that xl 
and x3 had different colors, so x4 and y2 had different colors, too. Let us identify 
points x4 and y2. In order to obtain a non-3-colorable graph it is necessary for GO to 
have a point z such that (t,x& (2, ya)E Go. The 4circuit (~3, z, y2, yt) is not 
separating, t Z y3, (x3, y2)e Go, and G * C Go, so (y,, z) E Go. Let C, = 
(xt, ~1, .Q,z, yz) and Gs = ]C$[ u (xl, X,)U (xx, z). Then s(xJ > 2.. s(x2) > 2, and 
s(yz) > 2, so Gs $Z 9f and Go e PI. 
, (2.1) C, is,a separating circuit. Consider a separating S-circuit CT containing 
points xl, x4 and x3 such that for any other separating !&circuit C’ containin.& points 
nr, xs x1 the inquality n([C,]) 2 n (jC’[) holds. We add two edges to ]C:[ tic& that 
the unique 3-cokxing of CT: coincides with the 3-coloring of CT in GO. We denote 
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this graph by G4. By the choice of C 7, t(GJ = 3 and y3 f8 CT, so by the induction 
hypothesis G, SE If and hence GO E ?f . 
(2.2) Cx is not a separating circuit. By Lemma! 2, t(G,,) = f,(G,,), so (x,, x3) E G,. 
Since GO has no separating 4-circuits, (xt, ye), (x3, yJ fZ GO. Thus (x4$ yl), (~4, yz)E 
G*. Choider I separating 5-circuit CT containing points xI, xr, ylt and y2 such that 
for any other separating S-circcrit C’ containing points xl, xa, yI, y2 the inequality 
n([Ct])-) n((C’l) holds. Let C!!! =* (x1,x2, ys, ylt yz) (see Fig. 9), and G7 = 
]C!( U (x2, y,) U (x2, y2). By the choice of C:, t(G7) = 3. If yt # yc then G7 E % 
hence GoE!ll. If y2=y4, then by Theorem 1, G7\{xl)fZ% so GoE%. 
Contradiction. 
There are only two uniquely 3-colorable planar graphs with three 3-circuits and 
gve points, nrimely G* and the graph of Fig. 14). 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
Theorem 3 gives a complete description of uniquely 3-colorable pianar graphs 
containing exactly three 3-circuits, i.e., every such graph contains a point of 
degree 2. 
PFBQkrn I. .fn a uriiquely 3-colorable planar graph there are two 3-circuits having 
an edge in common. 
P&km 2. If G E 91 and for every edge e, G\e6E: 8, then 171 (G) = 20(G) - 3% 
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